House to House to House
by Ucaoimhu
Having both Friendsgiving and Thanksgiving is an opportunity to visit two houses; this year, however, we can visit three
— sort of. Specifically, there is a house that, in between the
others, is (I’m told) visible twice in abbreviated, changed,
and repositioned form. Correspondingly, three alterations
each must be performed on five Across answers before entry
and on one word in each of six Down clues before solving:
(1) abbreviate 60%, (2) change A to U, and (3) reposition
(that is, anagram) into a monosyllabic word. For each n from
1 to 3, write the nth-from-last letters of the clues affected by
change n in row n below the grid (in clue order). The result
will show (1) the two places this house has been repositioned
to, and (2 and 3) the two people shown as its owner.
Each of the five remaining Across answers must be entered
with multiple letters in one unchecked square. These multiletter sequences, in clue order, will give the name of one
place we can “see” the house; apply changes (1), (2), and (3)
(in order) to this name to get the name of the other. Then for
each multiletter sequence, if its letters are the mth through nth
of the answer, note the mth through nth letters of the clue,
find the boxes below the grid with those letters in the upper
left corner, and next to the clue write down the letters you
wrote in those boxes; these letters next to the clues (in clue
order) will name the “house” showing us these distorted
house views between Friendsgiving and Thanksgiving, and
the person whose house they are allegedly based upon.
ACROSS
1. Upbrading deep inside later southern capital
4. Woofing doorbell confused Shakespearean fairy (2 wds.)
8. Amenability of coops full of ernes welcoming back Evita
10. Region 1, after return of (for example) Meiji
11. You know that’s in Cera’s Young Lady of Highest
Quality (2 wds.)
12. By the way, friendly hugs aren’t charmlessly hectic
14. Thing I encountered that will revolve
15. Actress Rowlands and others like following general
16. Peel fruit for people on podiums
17. Revolutionary and others will be delayed
19. Some Boeotian writing stuff pivots
23. Disheartened actress Moorehead becomes maturer
25. Support for the artsy, sneaky person being beheaded
26. One-armed bandits that don’t take real coins to
Barbie’s boyfriend’s much (2 wds.)
27. Compound of elements 33 and 1 contributes to
cinnabar’s inertness
28. 216 quartered in Rome and Ur strew cooked meat
29. Mentioned Indian city’s food store
30. Wee light near to very loud spark (2 wds.)
31. By ecdysiastic feats, pushy, pert Tessa becomes a
theater employee
32. Red tape, primarily, ensnarls AI the Spanish complain
about (2 wds.)
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DOWN
1. Reba is likely to devour 200 grouse, finally
2. Respectful dissent shown by repeatedly carving glyph
in ebony, in France (2 wds.)
3. Tab whose contents are whirled around by Tex almost
causes flood
4. Diver back with agent on one of those overhead trains
5. Tuberosely shaped to hold a bit of reagent inside!
6. Ucaoimhu, Descartes, and Caractacus, who sang some of
Fame’s songs
7. Guns make malevolent deer upset
9. Make fan of unsatisfactory sauce on penne, maybe
13. Sol goes in without hatreds to give little shoves
14. Less talkative leaders from Utrecht captured inane
Belgian sea
18. Stripped amp obstructing action at the Excalibur
19. Fiber ad has no time to show device that relieves tension
20. Digression from wider ideas
21. Sam pairs with octets to produce these three vacuous
numbers
22. Isaac restoring roads, leaving Rod and Earl out
23. Only foal up at the lectern with Sunny?
24. A trailer from Buckingham, Gershwin, and Kurosawa,
who directed Yume
25. John Costello’s nodus is something totally rad

